DIVERSITY & INCLUSION WORKING GROUP

Chair: Jennifer Newmark (NV)
Vice Chair: David Bugg (TX)

Thursday, March 29, 2018
3:30pm - 5pm

83rd North American Wildlife & Natural Resources Conference
Hilton, The Main
Norfolk, Virginia

Agenda

• Diversity Joint Venture Draft Resolution

• Annual Goals of Working Group – Discussion

• Results of the Nature of Americans Study - How those stats can inform our working group and agencies who are trying to broaden their inclusion

• Our role in the Recovering America’s Wildlife Act – How can we help get it passed

• The National Outreach Plan – ensuring inclusion of broad publics

• “Needs and Deeds”- discuss what your current needs are to help create a more inclusive environment at their agency and deeds are accomplishments their agency has seen in the area of diversity and inclusion.

• How we can increase the participation in our working group- Discussion

• Adjourn